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a b s t r a c t
Introduction: Inactivated influenza vaccine is recommended in any stage of pregnancy, but evidence of
safety in early pregnancy is limited, including for vaccines containing A/H1N1pdm2009 (pH1N1) antigen.
We sought to determine if receipt of vaccine containing pH1N1 was associated with spontaneous abortion (SAB).
Methods: We conducted a case-control study over two influenza seasons (2010–11, 2011–12) in the
Vaccine Safety Datalink. Cases had SAB and controls had live births or stillbirths and were matched on
site, date of last menstrual period, and age. Of 919 potential cases identified using diagnosis codes,
485 were eligible and confirmed by medical record review. Exposure was defined as vaccination with
inactivated influenza vaccine before the SAB date; the primary exposure window was the 1–28 days
before the SAB.
Results: The overall adjusted odds ratio (aOR) was 2.0 (95% CI, 1.1–3.6) for vaccine receipt in the 28-day
exposure window; there was no association in other exposure windows. In season-specific analyses, the
aOR in the 1–28 days was 3.7 (95% CI 1.4–9.4) in 2010–11 and 1.4 (95% CI 0.6–3.3) in 2011–12. The association was modified by influenza vaccination in the prior season (post hoc analysis). Among women who
received pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous influenza season, the aOR in the 1–28 days was 7.7
(95% CI 2.2–27.3); the aOR was 1.3 (95% CI 0.7–2.7) among women not vaccinated in the previous season.
This effect modification was observed in each season.
Conclusion: SAB was associated with influenza vaccination in the preceding 28 days. The association was
significant only among women vaccinated in the previous influenza season with pH1N1-containing vaccine. This study does not and cannot establish a causal relationship between repeated influenza vaccination and SAB, but further research is warranted.
Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Abbreviations: SAB, spontaneous abortion; VSD, Vaccine Safety Datalink;
pH1N1, influenza virus type A/H1N1pdm2009; aOR, adjusted odds ratio; LMP, last
menstrual period; IIV, inactivated influenza vaccine.
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: donahue.james@mcrf.mfldclin.edu (J.G. Donahue), kieke.
burney@mcrf.mfldclin.edu (B.A. Kieke), king.jennifer@mcrf.mfldclin.edu (J.P. King),
fxd1@cdc.gov (F. DeStefano), mascola.maria@marshfieldclinic.org (M.A. Mascola),
stephanie.a.irving@kpchr.org (S.A. Irving), craig.t.cheetham@kp.org (T.C. Cheetham),
jason.m.glanz@kp.org (J.M. Glanz), jackson.l@ghc.org (L.A. Jackson), Nicola.Klein@
kp.org (N.P. Klein), Allison.Naleway@kpchr.org (A.L. Naleway), eiw8@cdc.gov
(E. Weintraub), belongia.edward@marshfieldclinic.org (E.A. Belongia).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.06.069
0264-410X/Ó 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Since 2004, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP) and
other organizations have recommended routine influenza vaccination for pregnant women regardless of gestational age [1,2]. Influenza in pregnancy can cause serious, life-threatening illness in
both the mother and fetus, as demonstrated during the 2009 pandemic [3,4]. Numerous studies of influenza vaccine during pregnancy have not identified serious safety concerns [5–12], but
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relatively few investigations have evaluated vaccination in the first
trimester, a period when the embryo is highly vulnerable to teratogens and other factors [5,13]. A case-control study conducted by
the Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD) demonstrated that influenza
vaccination during early pregnancy in the 2005–06 and 2006–07
influenza seasons was not associated with spontaneous abortion
(SAB) [14].
The emergence of a pandemic influenza virus, A/California/7/2009 (H1N1)pdm09 (pH1N1), led to rapid development
and widespread use of vaccines containing pH1N1 antigens. Several studies have evaluated the safety of vaccines containing
pH1N1 in pregnancy, but few have focused on outcomes in early
pregnancy [15–19]. Using a design and protocol similar to the previous study [14], we conducted a case-control study to determine if
receipt of influenza vaccine containing pH1N1 was associated with
SAB.
2. Methods
2.1. Study population
This study included women who were pregnant during the
2010–11 or 2011–12 influenza seasons and members of one of
six integrated healthcare delivery organizations in VSD: Group
Health Cooperative, Seattle, WA; Kaiser Permanente (Colorado,
Northern California, Southern California, Oregon); and Marshfield
Clinic, Marshfield, WI. VSD was established in 1990 as a collaborative project between several healthcare organizations and CDC to
monitor vaccine safety.[20].
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
each organization and CDC.
2.2. Cases
Potential cases of SAB (gestational age 5 to <20 weeks) were initially identified at each site through a search of VSD databases for
diagnosis codes for spontaneous and unspecified abortion (International Classification of Diseases, 9th Revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD9-CM) 634.x and 637.x) (Supplemental Table 1) assigned in
ambulatory, urgent care, emergency department, and inpatient
settings. Because influenza vaccine is administered seasonally,
we required SAB diagnoses be assigned between September 1,
2010 and April 28, 2011 and September 1, 2011 and April 28,
2012 to avoid including cases that had no chance of being vaccinated. Pregnancy was confirmed using information from the medical record: clinic or hospital-based assay, obstetric ultrasound,
patient-reported test, or physician diagnosis.
Study eligibility criteria included: (1) SAB confirmed by ultrasound or clinical diagnosis in the absence of ultrasound results;
(2) age 18–44 years on date of SAB; (3) date of last menstrual period (LMP) reported in the medical record; and (4) continuous
enrollment in the healthcare organization for 12 months prior to
LMP. Exclusion criteria included ectopic pregnancy, therapeutic
abortion, or SAB occurring <5 weeks of gestation. An ultrasound
was not required to minimize selection bias.
Trained abstractors reviewed medical records to collect ultrasound results and other information, including gestational age
and biometrics. The estimated date of SAB was based on interpretation of ultrasound results by the investigators who were blinded
to vaccination status; ambiguous ultrasound results were adjudicated by an obstetrician (M.A.M.) [21]. For women without ultrasound results, the date was based on the earliest clinical
diagnosis. The SAB date was defined as the LMP date plus the gestational age at the time of the SAB. Women were excluded if after
careful review of ultrasound and menstrual data, we could not
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estimate gestational age with reasonable precision (e.g., report of
an empty gestational sac not consistent with the LMP date).
2.3. Controls
Controls met the same inclusion criteria as cases (except SAB
diagnosis) and had a live delivery or stillbirth (infant born dead
20 weeks of gestation) as determined by ICD9-CM codes (Supplemental Table 1). Abstractors reviewed the records of controls to
confirm the pregnancy outcome and abstract additional
information.
2.4. Matching
Cases and controls were individually matched (1:1 ratio). LMP
was a matching variable to ensure nearly identical gestational
age relative to calendar time since opportunities for influenza vaccination vary over time. To ensure close matching on LMP, we randomly selected 10 potential controls having LMP dates within
seven days of the case LMP; the eligible control with the LMP closest to the case LMP was selected. Cases and controls were also
matched by VSD site and maternal age (<30 years, 30 years).
The reference date for each case-control pair was the estimated
SAB date for the case.
2.5. Influenza vaccine exposure
Only women vaccinated with inactivated influenza vaccine (IIV)
before the reference date were considered exposed for this study.
The composition of the inactivated influenza vaccine (IIV) was
identical in each season: A/California/7/2009 (H1N1)pdm09-like,
A/Perth/16/2009
(H3N2)-like,
and
B/Brisbane/60/2008-like
[22,23]. Vaccination dates for influenza and other vaccines were
abstracted from medical records. We also documented influenza
vaccinations administered in the previous season. Women pregnant in 2010–11 could have been vaccinated in 2009–10 with
the monovalent (H1N1)pdm09 vaccine, the seasonal vaccine (A/
Brisbane/59/2007 (H1N1)-like, A/Brisbane/10/2007 (H3N2)-like,
B/Brisbane 60/2008-like), both, or neither [24].
The primary exposure window was defined as 1–28 days before
the reference date because the immune response to influenza vaccine peaks in the first four weeks after vaccination [25,26]. We also
assessed exposure windows further removed from the reference
date (29–56 and >56 days).
2.6. Statistical analysis
Cases and controls were compared using Wilcoxon signed-rank
tests for continuous variables, McNemar tests for dichotomous
variables, and Bowker’s test of symmetry for categorical variables
with >2 levels. All P values were based on two-sided tests. SAS
9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used for the analysis.
We performed conditional logistic regression to estimate the
association between SAB and receipt of IIV in each exposure window. The final model included specific covariates selected a priori
because they were suspected to be associated with SAB or vaccination: maternal age, smoking during pregnancy, history of type 1 or
2 diabetes, pre-pregnancy body mass index (BMI), and previous
health care utilization (defined as the number of days with an outpatient or inpatient encounter in the year before the LMP) [27].
Age, BMI, and health care utilization were included in the model
as quadratic splines [28]. In addition, we adjusted for vaccinations
given concomitantly with influenza vaccine; the only concomitant
vaccine was Tdap. Race variables were excluded from the model
because the adjusted and unadjusted odds ratio estimates differed
by less than 10% [29]. Other variables omitted because they were
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not associated with SAB in this study included parity, gravidity,
asthma, and hypertension. The referent exposure group in all odds
ratio (OR) calculations was women unvaccinated as of the reference date.
Because the OR varied by season of enrollment, we performed a
post hoc analysis to determine if receiving pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous influenza season modified the relationship
between SAB and current-season IIV receipt. A dichotomous variable representing receipt of pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous influenza season was evaluated as an effect modifier. Effect
modification was assessed in the model by including a crossproduct term for prior season vaccination and current-season IIV
receipt in the various risk windows; the main effect terms were
also included in this model. We performed this analysis for the
2010–11 and 2011–12 seasons separately and combined. In addition, the association between IIV and SAB was examined within
strata defined by prior season receipt of pH1N1-containing vaccines and maternal age 35 years by including the appropriate
cross-product terms in the model, since advanced maternal age
is a well-established risk factor for SAB. We decided a priori not
to adjust for history of prior SAB because doing so could result in
biased estimates [30]. However, because recurrent miscarriage
may have a distinct etiology [31], we performed a separate effect
modification analysis in which women with a history of 2 SABs
were excluded.
Chart-abstracted vaccination data were used in the analyses for
the 2010–11 and 2011–12 influenza seasons. For the 2009–10 season, vaccination data extracted from the VSD vaccine database
were used. The accuracy of the latter data source was assessed
by examining kappa statistics for the 2010–11 and 2011–12
seasons where both chart-abstracted and electronic data were
available. In addition, to assess potential protopathic bias[32]

(i.e., reverse causality) we extracted and compared all diagnosis
codes (ICD-9) assigned to vaccinated cases and controls on the
same day as their influenza vaccination.
Using information from the previous study [14], we estimated
that 500 matched case-control pairs would provide 80% power to
detect an OR of 2.2 in the 28 day exposure window (a = 0.05).
3. Results
There were 919 presumptive SAB cases identified based on
diagnosis codes. Of these, 434 were excluded (Fig. 1); 485 eligible
women (53%) were matched to 485 controls. Women enrolled in
the 2010–11 and 2011–12 influenza seasons were similar in most
respects (Supplemental Table 2), as were cases and controls
(Table 1). However, cases were significantly older than controls
and more likely to be African-American, to have a history of 2
SABs, and to have smoked during pregnancy. The overall proportion of women vaccinated for influenza before the reference date
was similar for cases and controls whether they were vaccinated
in the previous season or not. Among women not receiving
pH1N1-containing influenza vaccine in the prior season, the proportion vaccinated for influenza in the current season was similar
for cases and controls within all exposure windows (Table 1). For
women that did receive pH1N1-containing influenza vaccine in
the prior season, the corresponding proportions were similar in
the windows 29–56 and >56 days before the referent date, but
there was a fivefold elevation in the 1–28 day exposure window
for cases versus controls (17.0% versus 3.1%). As many as seven different manufacturers produced the vaccine administered during
the 2010–11 and 2011–12 influenza seasons; the distribution of
manufacturer was similar among cases and controls in each season. The mean within-pair difference in LMP between matched

Presumptive cases,
n=919
Not eligible,
n=155 (17%)

No recorded
LMP, n=86
Other, n=69*

Eligible, n=764
Pregnancy not confirmed (n=40)

Confirmed pregnancy,
n=724
Therapeutic abortion (n=83) or ectopic
pregnancy (n=9)

Possible SAB, n=632
SAB not confirmed, date unknown, or
gestational age<5 weeks (n=124) or other
exclusion (n=23)

SAB cases analyzed,
n=485
Fig. 1. Identification and confirmation of spontaneous abortions. Flow chart describing how spontaneous abortion cases were selected for study. *SAB date outside of the
targeted date range for this study (n = 32) or failed to satisfy enrollment criteria (n = 37). SAB: spontaneous abortion, LMP: last menstrual period.
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Table 1
Demographic and medical characteristicsa of SAB cases and controls.b

Age in years at reference date
18–24
25–34
35–44
Median (IQR)
BMI
<18.5
18.5 to <25
25 to <30
30
Median (IQR)
Racec
White
African American
Asian Indian
Chinese
Native American
Other
Parity (1)
Gravidity, median (IQR)
Multiple gestation pregnancy
Previous SAB
1
2
Smoked during pregnancy
Same season influenza vaccination before reference date among those vaccinated in the previous seasond
1–28 days before reference date
29–56 days before reference date
>56 days before reference date
Same season influenza vaccination before reference date among those not vaccinated in the previous seasond
1–28 days before reference date
29–56 days before reference date
>56 days before reference date
Concomitant IIV and Tdap vaccination before reference date
Type I/II diabetes
Asthma
Hypertension
Febrile illness in the 14 days before reference date
Number of days with outpatient diagnoses, vaccinations, or hospitalizations in the 365 days before LMP, median (IQR)

Cases (n = 485)

Controls (n = 485)

P

87 (18)
241 (50)
157 (32)
31.8 (27–37)

68 (14)
289 (60)
128 (26)
31.6 (28–35)

13 (3)
203 (42)
128 (27)
134 (28)
25.7 (22–31)

9 (2)
234 (48)
129 (27)
112 (23)
24.9 (22–30)

0.08

261 (55)
42 (9)
12 (3)
8 (2)
6 (1)
164 (35)
277 (57)
1 (0–3)
5 (1)

268 (57)
20 (4)
13 (3)
18 (4)
4 (1)
165 (35)
273 (56)
1 (0–2)
7 (1)

0.77
0.008
1.00
0.06
0.75
1.00
0.79
0.40
0.77

138 (29)
43 (9)
52 (11)
56 (56.0)
17 (17.0)
5 (5.0)
34 (34.0)
71 (18.6)
21 (5.5)
12 (3.1)
38 (10.0)
2 (0)
4 (1)
55 (11)
11 (2)
5 (1)
3 (2–6)

125 (26)
26 (5)
34 (7)
53 (41.7)
4 (3.1)
5 (3.9)
44 (34.6)
70 (19.7)
20 (5.6)
11 (3.1)
39 (11.0)
4 (1)
12 (2)
56 (12)
16 (3)
0
3 (1–6)

0.32
0.03
0.05

0.02

0.02
0.46

0.62
0.08
0.92
0.44
—
0.04

a
BMI had missing data for 7 cases and 1 control. Race had missing data for 13 cases and 13 controls. Parity had missing data for 2 cases. Smoking had missing data for 10
cases and 6 controls. Diabetes had missing data for 3 cases and 2 controls. Asthma had missing data for 4 cases and 3 controls. Hypertension had missing data for 3 cases and 2
controls. Previous SAB had missing data for 10 cases and 5 controls. Health care utilization had missing data for 1 control. Gravidity had missing data for 6 cases. Febrile illness
had missing data for 5 cases. Vaccination data was missing for 3 cases and 2 controls.
b
Data are N (%) unless otherwise noted. IQR = Interquartile Range. P values were calculated using a Wilcoxon signed rank test, Bowker’s test of symmetry, or exact
McNemar test and excluded observations with missing values.
c
The frequencies for race exceed 485 for both cases and controls because persons could have been included in more than one race category. The large number of persons in
the ‘Other’ category is the result of ethnicity (e.g., Hispanic) being mistakenly coded as race in the medical record.
d
Statistical tests within prior season influenza vaccination status strata are not presented in Table 1 since the corresponding McNemar’s tests would restrict the analyses to
matched pairs that are concordant on prior season influenza vaccination status. This would result in the exclusion of a substantial amount of data from the calculations
(overall, 35% of the matched pairs were discordant with respect to prior season vaccination status). Percentages were computed using stratum-specific denominators.

cases and controls was -0.55 days; the median was zero. The median gestational age at the time of SAB was 7 weeks (Supplemental
Fig. 1). Medical record review included obstetric ultrasounds for
most cases (89%).
The adjusted OR (aOR) for IIV receipt in the 1–28 day exposure
window was 2.0 (95% CI, 1.1–3.6); the aORs were 0.9 for both of the
other exposure windows (29–56 and >56 days) (Table 2). The aOR
in the 28-day window was 3.7 (95% CI, 1.4–9.4) in the 2010–11
season and 1.4 (95% CI, 0.6–3.3) in the 2011–12 season.
In a post-hoc analysis, there was significant effect modification
(P = 0.02) by prior season vaccination. The aOR for IIV receipt in the
1–28 day window was significantly elevated among women who
had also received pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season (Table 3). There was no increased risk among women who
did not receive influenza vaccine in the previous season regardless
of current season IIV vaccination status. The aORs for the other
exposure windows demonstrated no statistically significant associ-

ation between SAB and IIV, regardless of past exposure to pH1N1containing vaccine. We also assessed the combined effects of
pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season and age
35 years and observed that older women had a larger aOR
(22.1, 95%CI 1.7–281.2) than younger women (4.8, 95% CI 1.0–
22.2), but the number of women in these categories was small
and the difference was not statistically significant (P = 0.32). In a
secondary analysis, we excluded cases and controls with a history
of 2 SABs. The aOR in the 1–28 day window for women vaccinated with pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season
remained significantly elevated (aOR = 6.5, 95% CI 1.7–24.3).
In each of the two influenza seasons under study, we observed a
similar relationship between SAB and IIV. In the 2010–11 season,
the aOR for IIV receipt in the 1–28 day exposure window was
32.5 (95% CI 2.9–359.0) for women who were also vaccinated with
the monovalent pH1N1 vaccine with or without seasonal vaccine
in 2009–10. In the 2011–12 season, the comparable aOR was
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Table 2
Odds of influenza vaccination in SAB cases compared to controls by timing of vaccination during the 2010–11 and 2011–12 influenza seasons and both seasons combined.a
Influenza season

2010–11

2011–12

Discordant pairs

b

Time from vaccination to reference date
1–28 days
25
29–56 days
14
>56 days
51

Adj. OR

c

3.7 (1.4–9.4)
1.7 (0.6–4.8)
1.0 (0.5–1.8)

Both seasons combined

P

Discordant pairs

0.007
0.31
0.99

23
6
46

b

Adj. OR

c

1.4 (0.6–3.3)
0.1 (0.0–0.9)
0.9 (0.4–1.7)

P

Discordant pairsb

Adj. ORc

P

0.47
0.04
0.72

48
20
97

2.0 (1.1–3.6)
0.9 (0.4–2.1)
0.9 (0.6–1.4)

0.03
0.85
0.67

a

The referent exposure group in all odds ratio calculations was comprised of women unvaccinated as of the reference date.
Number of matched pairs where the case was vaccinated in the relevant exposure window (1–28, 29–56, >56 days before the reference date) and the control was
unvaccinated as of the reference date or vice versa.
c
Adj. OR’ represents the odds ratio adjusted for maternal age (spline), BMI (spline), smoking during pregnancy, maternal diabetes, concomitant Tdap vaccination, and
health care utilization in prior 12 months (spline). Numbers in parentheses represent 95% confidence intervals.
b

Table 3
Association between SAB and IIV receipt in the current influenza season (2010-11 or 2011-12), by receipt of pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season and advanced
maternal age.a
pH1N1-containing vaccine
in the previous seasonc

Age (years)

Time from vaccination to reference date in current seasonb
1-28 days

29-56 days

No. of cases/controlsd

aOR (95% CI)
e

>56 days

No. of cases/controls

aOR (95% CI)

No. of cases/controls

aOR (95% CI)

Yes
No

All
All

14/4
21/19

7.7 (2.2–27.3)
1.3 (0.7–2.7)

3/4
12/11

1.2 (0.2–6.5)
1.0 (0.4–2.5)

34/40
37/38

1.4 (0.7–3.0)
0.9 (0.5–1.6)

Yes
Yes
No
No

35
<35
35
<35

7/1
7/3
3/5
18/14

22.1 (1.7–281.2)f
4.8 (1.0–22.2)
1.0 (0.2–6.1)
1.4 (0.6–3.0)

1/2
2/2
3/5
9/6

0.4
3.4
0.2
1.9

16/10
18/30
12/13
25/25

1.3
1.5
0.4
1.1

(0.0–5.3)
(0.4–32.6)
(0.0–1.0)
(0.6–6.3)

(0.3–4.8)
(0.6–3.7)
(0.2–1.2)
(0.5–2.1)

a
Adjusted for maternal age (spline), BMI (spline), smoking during pregnancy, maternal diabetes, concomitant Tdap vaccination, and health care utilization in prior 12
months (spline).
b
The referent exposure group in all odds ratio calculations was comprised of women unvaccinated as of the reference date.
c
Recipients of the monovalent pH1N1 vaccine in 2009–10 may or may not have also received the seasonal vaccine.
d
Total number of cases and controls in the specific stratum. Number of discordant pairs could not be computed since the stratum-specific estimates were derived from
models with cross-product terms whose components were not matching factors.
e
P = 0.02 for effect modification by pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season (7.7 vs. 1.3).
f
P = 0.32 for effect modification by advanced maternal age among those that received pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season (22.1 vs. 4.8).

Table 4
Association between SAB and IIV receipt in the current influenza season, by receipt of pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season, stratified by season of enrollment.a
Time from vaccination to reference date in current seasonb
1–28 daysc
No. of cases/controls

29–56 days
d

aOR (95% CI)

>56 days

No. of cases/controls

aOR (95% CI)

No. of cases/controls

aOR (95% CI)

Vaccination status in 2009–10 of women enrolled in 2010–11
pH1N1 ± seasonal vaccine
6/2
32.5, (2.9–359.0)
Both vaccines
5/2
31.5, (2.3–424.8)
Seasonal only
3/3
3.3, (0.5–20.1)
Unvaccinated
10/5
3.4, (0.8–14.2)

2/1
1/1
4/3
7/4

4.1,
2.4,
1.5,
2.5,

(0.3–63.1)
(0.1–58.0)
(0.2–11.9)
(0.6–11.2)

16/18
11/12
10/9
12/13

3.2,
3.0,
2.8,
0.6,

Vaccination status in 2010–11 among women enrolled in 2011–12
Vaccinated
8/2
6.4, (1.0–41.2)
Unvaccinated
8/11
0.7, (0.3–2.2)

1/3
1/4

0.3, (0.0–4.0)
0.04, (0.0–0.8)

18/22
15/16

0.9, (0.3–2.5)
1.0, (0.4–2.7)

(1.0–10.5)
(0.6–14.0)
(0.8–10.2)
(0.2–1.6)

a
Adjusted for maternal age (spline), BMI (spline), smoking during pregnancy, maternal diabetes, concomitant Tdap vaccination, and health care utilization in prior 12
months (spline).
b
The referent exposure group in all odds ratio calculations was comprised of women unvaccinated as of the reference date.
c
P = 0.06 among women enrolled in 2010–11 and P = 0.05 among women enrolled in 2011–12 for effect modification by pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous season.
d
Total number of cases and controls in the specific stratum. Number of discordant pairs could not be computed since the stratum-specific estimates were derived from
models with cross-product terms whose components were not matching factors.

elevated, but the lower bound of the confidence interval was close
to the null (aOR = 6.4, 95% CI 1.0–41.2) for women who were also
vaccinated with the seasonal vaccine (which contained pH1N1
antigens) in 2010–11. Effect modification in the 28-day exposure
window due to prior vaccination with pH1N1-containing vaccine
was present in both the 2010–11 (P = 0.06) and 2011–12
(P = 0.05) seasons, and the magnitude of aOR in the two seasons
was not statistically different (aOR 32.5 vs. 6.4, P = 0.30) (Table 4).
The associations in the other windows (29–56 and > 56 days),
regardless of prior season influenza vaccination status, were gener-

ally smaller and not statistically significant. Finally, the aOR for
women enrolled in 2010–11 who received only the seasonal vaccine in 2009–10 was smaller (aOR = 3.3, 95% CI 0.5–20.1) and not
statistically significant compared to women who had received
the monovalent pH1N1 vaccine in 2009–10.
Vaccinated cases (n = 74, 58%) were more likely than vaccinated
controls (n = 64, 52%) to have 1 diagnosis on the date of their vaccination, but the difference was not statistically significant
(P = 0.39). The mean number of diagnoses was similar for cases
and controls (1.7 vs. 1.6, P = 0.64). The most common diagnoses
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Table 5
Diagnoses assigned to cases and controls on day of influenza vaccination.a
ICD-9 code

Diagnosis code description

Cases (n = 127)

Controls (n = 123)

Any code
V04.81
V22.1
V70.0
V72.31
V76.2
625.x
626.x
640-649
240-246
249
250
278.00-01
303-304
401-405

Any diagnosis on day of vaccination
Need for prophylactic vaccination and inoculation against certain diseases, influenza
Supervision of other normal pregnancy
Routine general medical examination
Routine gynecological examination
Routine pap smear
Pain/other symptoms associated with female genital organs
Disorders of menstruation & other abnormal bleeding from female genital tract
Complications related to pregnancy (incl. hemorrhage in early pregnancy)
Disorders of thyroid gland
Secondary diabetes mellitus
Diabetes mellitus
Obesity, morbid obesity
Alcohol/drug dependence syndrome
Hypertensive disease

211
53 (25)
15 (7)
10 (5)
8 (4)
6 (3)
3 (1)
3 (1)
4 (2)
0
0
0
3 (1)
0
0

182
45 (25)
7 (4)
4 (2)
7 (4)
5 (3)
3 (2)
0
1 (0.5)
1 (0.5)
0
1 (0.5)
1 (0.5)
0
0

a
Restricted to women vaccinated before the reference date. Numbers in cells are frequency and (% of diagnoses). The total number of unique diagnosis codes for cases and
controls was 87 and 84, respectively.

were for routine care; the distribution was similar for cases and
controls (see the V codes in Table 5). Ten cases were assigned diagnoses consistent with early signs/symptoms of SAB compared to
four controls. Of these, three cases and no controls were assigned
the diagnosis in the 1–28 days before the SAB diagnosis, the only
exposure window in which there was a statistically significant
association. The SAB-IIV association among women vaccinated in
the previous influenza season changed minimally after exclusion
of these three cases and their matched controls (OR = 7.0, 95% CI
1.9–25.2).

4. Discussion
In the primary analysis of this observational investigation, we
found a modest but statistically significant association between
SAB and IIV in the 28 days before the reference date. A post hoc
analysis revealed a significant association only among women
who had received pH1N1-containing vaccine in the previous influenza season. This effect modification was present in each season,
but confidence intervals were wide. The aORs among women
who were not previously vaccinated with pH1N1-containing vaccine approximated the null in nearly all risk windows.
Analyses with relatively small numbers of matched pairs may
be more susceptible to chance associations. However, we observed
a similar relationship between the influenza vaccine and SAB in
each of the two years under study. In addition, we had previously
conducted an investigation of SAB and IIV during two prepandemic influenza seasons (2005–06 and 2006–07); the study
design and implementation were nearly identical to the current
study [14]. The prior study did not find an association in the
28-day exposure window (OR = 1.2, 95% CI 0.5–2.9) or any other
exposure window. The previous and current study populations
are similar in most characteristics (Supplemental Table 3), except
that women in the current study were potentially infected with
or vaccinated against the pH1N1 virus, which is antigenically distinct from H1N1 viruses that circulated before 2009 [33]. Because
influenza vaccination of pregnant women increased substantially
during and after the pandemic, another difference is that more
women in the current study may have received an influenza vaccine in prior years, whereas most vaccinated women in the first
study probably were not previously vaccinated [34].
Although SABs have been reported among pregnant women
infected with the pH1N1 virus, studies of pH1N1-containing vaccines have not found excess risks [8–12,35]. One large cohort study
investigated pregnancy loss occurring after nine weeks of gestation
and found that the monovalent vaccine was associated with a sig-

nificantly reduced risk of SAB [36]. Unmeasured confounding was a
concern because a comparable association was found outside the
influenza season. Pasternak, et al. conducted a cohort study of
>50,000 pregnant women in 2009–10 and found no association
between SAB and adjuvanted monovalent pH1N1 vaccine [16]. A
systematic review of 19 studies evaluated fetal deaths and congenital malformations among women vaccinated with influenza vaccine. Of the five studies that reported effect estimates for SAB,
the hazard or odds ratio associated with vaccination ranged from
0.45 to 1.23, with 95% confidence intervals that included the null
in each case [37]. A recent study of 102 spontaneous, pregnancyspecific reports of adverse events following inactivated influenza
vaccination submitted to the United States Vaccine Adverse Events
Reporting System (VAERS) during 2010–2016 found no unexpected
pattern for any fetal outcome, including SAB [38]. Another passive
surveillance study in Taiwan in 2009–10 found no association with
the monovalent pH1N1 vaccine, although there was substantial
under-ascertainment of SAB cases due to incomplete reporting
[39]. None of these studies found an association between SAB
and influenza vaccination, and accordingly, their investigations
did not include an evaluation of effect modification due to vaccination in previous seasons. Finally, one recent, retrospective investigation examined women in the VSD who were exposed to the
influenza vaccine during the first trimester and assessed the risk
of selected birth defects among live-born offspring [40]. Of the
426,000 women studied using electronic health data, the rate of
birth defects among the nearly 53,000 vaccinated in the first trimester was nearly identical to the rate in unvaccinated women or
those vaccinated later in pregnancy. Overall, the weight of evidence in support of the safety of the influenza vaccine in pregnant
women found in the literature is substantial, particularly for
women vaccinated after the first trimester.
One possible explanation for these findings is that a second or
boosting dose of pH1N1-containing vaccine may confer risk in
early pregnancy, but receipt of an initial or priming dose does
not. While a number of studies have shown potential relationships
between vaccination and inflammation, and inflammation and
pregnancy loss, the biological basis for our observations has not
been established. One study followed pregnant and non-pregnant
women who were vaccinated in 2011–12 with pH1N1-containing
vaccine and found significant increases (P < 0.001) in proinflammatory cytokines soon after vaccination, although the
increases were mild and transient [41]. Although over 40% of participants had received an influenza vaccination in the previous
year, inflammatory responses did not vary by prior vaccination status. Another study found that pregnant women when compared to
non-pregnant women had an enhanced chemokine response to
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pH1N1 influenza virus both before and especially after vaccination
with IIV [42]. Others have shown that infection with pH1N1 virus
or vaccination with pH1N1-containing vaccine induces an expansion of T helper type 1 (Th1) cells, which are considered to be
pro-inflammatory [43,44]. While some degree of inflammation
appears necessary for a successful pregnancy, excessive inflammation is associated with SAB and other pregnancy complications
[45–47]. Other investigations have reported significant associations between an increased Th1 response and miscarriage [48,49].
The strengths of our investigation include the relatively large
number of women with SAB (n = 485). Cases and controls were closely matched on LMP to ensure nearly equal opportunities for vaccination. Medical records were abstracted to collect information on
potential confounders and to confirm pregnancies and SABs.
Finally, our data come from six geographically diverse healthcare
organizations, the combined membership of which represents
3% of the U.S. population [20].
This study has several important limitations. First, the most
striking findings relate to the association between SAB and IIV in
women who previously received pH1N1-containing vaccine. This
interaction effect was not an a priori hypothesis; the results were
generated in a post hoc analysis with small numbers of women
in the various subgroups. Although the interaction was observed
in each of the two seasons studied, the point estimates were substantially larger (though not statistically different) in the first season for reasons that are unclear. Second, although most cases had
an ultrasound, assignment of a precise date of SAB was challenging.
With guidance from an obstetrician we integrated different types
of information from the medical record (e.g., ultrasound results,
clinical and laboratory findings, provider notes) to estimate the
timing of the SAB. Estimation of SAB dates was independent of vaccination status so any error should bias the results toward the null
(i.e., non-differential misclassification). Third, we studied only
women who had clinically confirmed SAB; the proportion of
women with clinically unrecognized pregnancy loss is uncertain
but may be substantial [50,51]. Our results could be biased if
women who sought care for SAB were more likely to be vaccinated
in the 28-day exposure window. However, an earlier study, similarly designed and conducted in the same managed care population, showed no association [14]. Fourth, it is possible that
women with certain comorbidities or other risk factors for SAB
were preferentially vaccinated. While selected comorbidities were
not associated with SAB in our study (e.g., asthma, diabetes), information on other risk factors (e.g., autoimmune disease) was not
ascertained [27]. In addition, we attempted to determine if cases
had greater opportunity for vaccination because they sought care
for symptoms foreshadowing an SAB diagnosis (i.e., protopathic
bias). More cases than controls (74 vs. 64, P = 0.39) had a diagnosis
on the same date as the influenza vaccination, although the difference was not statistically significant and only three had diagnoses
consistent with an impending SAB in the exposure window of
interest. Nevertheless, protopathic bias cannot be ruled out in
our study. Fifth, vaccination status may have been misclassified if
women received a vaccine that was both outside of their health
care system and not reported to their provider. However, we would
expect that subjects would have been queried and their vaccination status recorded given the strong recommendations for vaccination of pregnant women during the study period. It is also
possible that women who were pregnant in the previous influenza
season would be more likely to have been vaccinated in the previous season. Although we did not collect information on interpregnancy intervals, we would expect that the number of women
pregnant in consecutive seasons would be small [52]. Finally, while
the odds ratio in a case-control study is generally considered an
estimate of the risk ratio, this is only true if the outcome is rare
or controls were chosen using incidence density sampling [53].

Since neither was the case in this study, the ORs should not be
interpreted as risk ratios.
This study found that the overall odds of vaccine exposure in
the 28-day exposure window was increased by a factor of two in
women with SAB compared to controls. A secondary analysis suggested that the odds among women who were also vaccinated in
the previous year with pH1N1-containing vaccine was almost 8fold (and statistically significant), while the odds among women
who did not receive such a vaccine in the prior year was approximately null. It is important to note that this study does not and
cannot confirm a causal association, but the validity of the major
findings is supported by the effect modification across two influenza seasons and the observation of elevated odds ratios in the
1–28 day exposure window only. More research is needed regarding the immunologic effects of influenza vaccination during pregnancy. A follow-up study funded by CDC is currently underway
to evaluate the risk of SAB after repeated influenza vaccination
during the 2012–13, 2013–14, and 2014–15 influenza seasons;
results are expected by late 2018.
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